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[1] Waste definition and classification — the
consequences of incorrect classification
[2] Applying waste acceptance criteria (WAC)
[3] Landfill tax regime new legislation used by HMRC —
the consequences of getting it wrong
[4] Examining legal liabilities under the revised Duty of
Care and how you can mitigate your risks
[5] Identifying the legal barriers to achieving a circular
economy and how they can be overcome

[1] Waste definition and classification
•

“Waste” is defined in Article 3(1) of the Waste Framework Directive 2008 as:
“any substance or object which the holder discards or intends or is required to discard”

See: Defra Guidance on the legal definition and application of waste but note 10 years
old!
•

The Environmental Permitting System relating to waste applies to ‘controlled waste’
which is defined in s 75(4) Environmental Protection Act 1990 as “household,
industrial or commercial waste or any such waste”

•

Certain categories of waste are linked to the properties of the waste itself — such as
hazardous waste e.g. asbestos, batteries, pesticides, oils or inert waste e.g. concrete

•

You must identify and classify waste before you send it for recycling or disposal under
WTN or consignment note

•

There are special rules for dealing with hazardous waste or disposing of waste with
high levels of persistent organic pollutants (aka POPs)
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Waste Codes — European Waste Catalogue (EWC)
• EWC is transposed into UK law by the List of Waste Regulations 2005
• Wastes are divided into chapters — e.g.

• Specific wastes are identified under the chapter headings to provide a unique EWC
code
• Any waste marked with an asterisk (*) is considered as a hazardous waste pursuant
to Directive 91/689/EEC on hazardous waste
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Need further assistance? See: Technical Guidance WM3 — Guidance on Classification and Assessment of
Waste
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Misclassification
offences:
Potential charges under:
• EP Regulations 2016
• EPA 1990
• Haz Waste Regulations
2005

Classification determines —
•
•
•
•

Controls that apply to the movement of waste
What must be included in waste transfer documents
Suitability of a recycling or disposal facility
Waste operation options for the material

Failure to classify properly could result, for example, in being
charged with the following offences —
Removing hazardous waste without a consignment note
Failing to include the correct EWC in a waste transfer note
Depositing hazardous waste at an unlicensed facility
Knowingly permitting hazardous wastes to deposited in breach
of a permit condition
• Mixing hazardous waste without a permit
•
•
•
•
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Case Study — the consequences of incorrect
classification
• Operator operated a small construction waste and haulage
business, Sole Trader. £10million turnover
• Removed waste from construction sites
• Brought to his waste transfer station for sorting
• Standard Rules Environmental Permit for non-hazardous
treatment
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EA visits and observes operations
Investigates source of waste
Testing of material
Found to include non permitted hazardous waste —
asbestos
• Client arrested at dawn at home, interview under caution
at police station
•
•
•
•
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Prosecution v Defence
• Prosecution case:
Category 1 harm
Continued period of offending (had been taking waste for
up to a year)
• Defence mitigation:
Category 3 harm
Early guilty plea
Accepted responsibility at interview
No previous convictions
Ignorance…
Good character
No financial gain
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Outcome
• Negligent
• Category 2
• £20,000 fine plus costs
• You might wonder….
• Why persistence in individual — company shift
• Apart from the lack of evidence
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[2] Waste acceptance criteria (WAC)
• Should be used to determine what facility can accept the waste type,
i.e. inert, non haz or haz.
• Should not be used to classify a waste as, for example ‘inert’.
• Regulators frequently sample / analyse waste, compare it to WAC for
landfills, and say ‘it's failed the inert WAC, so it's not inert waste’ — No!
• WAC simply tells an operator if the waste can be accepted into e.g.
inert landfill; it does not classify a waste as inert or otherwise.
• However… accepting waste which is not suitable for your site and does
not fit within the WAC for that site is a criminal offence and a permit
breach.
• https://www.gov.uk/guidance/dispose-of-waste-to-landfill
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[3] Landfill tax regime and the associated risks
of non-compliance
•

•

Big threat is from HMRC
New(ish) powers relating to illegal disposals not made
at landfill sites

•

Flat rate of £90 per tonne

•

Right of appeal against an order to Tax Tribunal
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Case Study 1 — from Dr Anna Willetts, gunnercooke LLP
•

Client brought in 10,000 tonnes of ‘soil’ to site to create a noise bund

•

Regulator said it was waste

•

Argued on his behalf it was not waste

•

HMRC investigated and alleged that all 10,000 tonnes of soil was waste, which ought to
have been disposed of in a landfill site

•

Sought an Order for 10,000 tonnes x £90 = £900,000

•

If prosecuted by EA fine proportional to turnover, probably between £30,000 and £50,000
fine

•

If HMRC successful, whole business
wiped out

•

Result — HMRC accepted not waste —
therefore — did not attract landfill tax

Case Study 2 — from Dr Anna Willetts, gunnercooke LLP
•

Operator had been prosecuted by EA and convicted in Magistrates' Court of illegally
disposing waste without a permit in 2017 and fined /ordered to pay costs £50,000

•

HMRC investigated in 2019 and determined that 25,000 tonnes had been deposited

•

‘Ought to have been disposed of in landfill’ therefore was an illegal deposit for tax
purposes

•

HMRC Sought Order for £2.25 million

•

Caveat to legislation — if planning permission in place for activity less likely to be
considered to be an illegal deposit

•

Successfully argued not an illegal deposit on basis of planning permission and poor advice
from original legal team to plead guilty

[4] s 34 Environmental Protection Act —
Duty of Care
Anyone who —

produces
imports
keeps
stores
transports
treats or

disposes of waste MUST
take all reasonable steps to ensure that waste is
managed properly throughout its complete journey to
recovery or disposal.
Also applies to anyone who acts as a broker and has
control of waste

s 35 Waste Regulations 2011 — Written Information
Waste transfer note MUST include —
• Description of waste & kind of container,
• Time and place of transfer,
• SIC code,
• Name and address of transferor and transferee and be signed by them,
• State whether the transferor and transferee are (i) producer of the waste (ii) importer of the waste (iii)
transporter of the waste (iv) local authority (v) holder of an environmental permit [include number], (vi)
exemption (viii) registered waste carrier [include number] (viii) whether registered broker or dealer
[include number]
• Confirm that the waste hierarchy has been complied with

Reg 35 Hazardous Waste (England and
Wales) Regulations 2005 — Consignment
Notes
• A CN must contain all the information contained in the form —
Schedule 4 of the Regulations
• A CN must stay with the waste until it reaches its final
destination
• Your role played determines what part of the CN needs to be
completed

Waste Duty of Care — Code of Practice
revised in 2016
• The Code is admissible as evidence in legal proceedings for Section 34(1) offences and its
rules must be taken into account where relevant to questions raised in the case
• If you operate across borders, you need to follow Scotland and NI’s Codes of Practice
alongside the English one
• It does not apply to sewage, sludge or septic tank sludge where it is supplied, managed or
used in the ways described in regulation 3 of the Controlled Waste (England and Wales)
Regulations 2012
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Mitigation of Risks
• Have a robust written management plan which details how waste should be stored, labelled etc
• Assess and check the classification of the waste and make sure the the waste is properly
classified and the right EWC Code is being used
• Satisfy yourself of the destination of your waste to ensure that it is being taken a permitted or
exempt facility
• Carry out thorough checks! For example, don't just accept someone's word that a permit exists —
request a copy and then check the permit against the public register or call the EA on 03708 506
506 or NRW on 0300 065 3000 to ensure it is legitimate and still valid
• If a site is operating under an exemption, request a copy of the registration and again check it
against the public register but also ascertain how the site is ensuring compliance with the
conditions of the exemption and document the enquiries you have made
• Read the conditions of the permit or exemption to check that the facility is permitted to accept
your particular type of waste
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•

Always ensure you have your copy of the WTN / CN for your records and that it is retained
for the requisite period of time

•

Never accept a half completed WTN / CN, make sure all the necessary boxes are completed
(even SIC codes!)

•

Always ensure that the waste is only removed by a registered waste carrier with the correct
licence. For example, construction and demolition waste can only be carried by an upper tier
waste carrier. Again, check the registration number to ensure it is registered and valid

•

Ensure that vehicles leaving your site are not overloaded and there is no risk of waste
escaping and record such checks in the site diary

•

If you are using a broker, check their registration details

•

When receiving waste, always check the load matches the description and classification of the
WTN/ CN

•

If you think you have received misclassified waste, isolate it and place it into quarantine and
notify the regulator

•

If in doubt — DO NOT hand over your waste… No-one likes a fly-tipper!!
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Case Study (obviously….!)
• Party A had waste to be removed
• Broker — arranged waste collection, transportation and final disposal by Party B, a waste
haulier
• Party B — viewed Party A's waste, couldn't deal, passed to Party C, another waste haulier,
for small commission
• Party C — collected and transported Party A's waste to Party D, transfer station
• Party D decided it wasn't waste, was a useful product and could in fact be re-used
• Transported it to Party E as a product, not waste.
• Party E accepted and installed.
Question: Who is responsible for the waste and who has complete WTN?
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[5] Identifying the legal barriers to achieving a circular economy
and how they can be overcome
Barriers
• Delphic definition of waste — lack of certainty. For example, is it waste or recycled soil?
• Reticence of the Regulator to accept end of waste status for material suitable for re-use
• No easy route to obtaining end of waste status for material
• The Regulator's reluctance to engage with the waste industry over acceptable levels of
contraries / contamination
• The Regulator's reluctance to permit trials; instead they put obstacle put in the way
Solutions
• Clearer guidance on the definition of waste
• More practical and technical training for the Regulator to understand a business
• Certainty from the Regulator over the fees and timescale when using new DOW panel
• More positive engagement from the Regulator moving away from the default position
that material is waste
• Clear End of Waste definitions / embracing quality Protocols for specified material
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Key considerations and summary
• Be aware — regulators not just targeting traditional ‘waste’ companies
• Also construction, agricultural, water, fuel.
• Liability of individuals — Directors, Managers, Sole Traders and now TCMs
• Potential for Restraint Orders and Dawn Raids
• Potential for custodial sentences
• If in doubt — take advice!
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